INTERNATIONAL CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW

The Video Flood
CES was a great place to observe the dizzying array of new video
providers, distributors products and services. What it all adds up to:
more demand for bandwidth.
By Sandy Teger and David Waks ■ System Dynamics Inc.
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The video world grows more confusing
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an in-home network or over the Internet.
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experience – the family watching together from the living room sofa – has
become ever rarer, what will happen in
the future is unclear. Companies old and
new are developing new forms of video,
new distribution services, and new video
devices. New technology makes video
production increasingly available to
anyone who aspires to be creative.
How this will shake out is anyone’s
guess, but it’s likely there will be many
answers rather than one. People will
use many different video devices, with
large, medium and small screens. They
will watch video both at home and away
from home. On large screens, they’ll in-

creasingly demand high-definition quality. On small mobile screens, they’ll accept lower quality for short clips.
In this small sampling of the video
news coming from CES, one point is
abundantly clear: this growing flood of
video content will require more and more
bandwidth to the home. High definition
requires more bandwidth than standard
definition. Streaming on-demand video
will keep growing in volume. More and
more fiber will be deployed to fill the
need for bandwidth.
We can’t begin to imagine what the
video world will look like if Rip wakes
up from another twenty-year nap, but

we expect that fiber will increasingly be
a mainstay of the picture.
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Consumer Electronics
and the Networked Home
This year’s CES launched thousands of new bandwidth-consuming
products, along with new ways to move and share data between devices.
By Masha Zager ■ Broadband Properties
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